CHAPTER CHAIRS AND CAT MEMBERS

Faculty meeting boycott guide

○ Plan an alternate school site action

At a minimum, every school site must hold a 10-minute check-in meeting outside the school each day of the boycott in the parking lot or on the sidewalk. Many schools will engage in other actions to call attention to our demands for the Schools LA Students Deserve.

We encourage chapter chairs to meet with members and decide if your chapter wants to do an additional action in place of the faculty meeting and, if so, what type of actions your chapter may want to do. Some ideas include:

• Holding a sign-making party for the May 24 rally at Grand Park. (Blank picket signs were distributed at the May 2 Area meeting.)
• Holding a parent meeting to discuss the demands of our Schools LA Students Deserve campaign and learn more about the concerns of parents and how we can support each other.
• Pass out leaflets to parents and try to make new contacts among the parents of your students.
• Set up a picket line in front of your school

○ Share on social media

Post photos of your staff boycott on social media.

SAMPLE POSTS/TWEETS
We boycott faculty meetings because business as usual won’t cut it. It’s not OK that LAUSD sits on projected $1.7 billion reserve while our students go without. It’s not OK that CA spends 7 times more to imprison a person than to educate a student #Allin4Respect #FairContractNow

How is it okay that the LA School Board gets a 174% pay raise while the people who work with students every day are offered only 2%? #Allin4Respect #FairContractNow

Why are LA educators boycotting faculty meetings? To send a message about what our students deserve: Smaller class sizes. Fairly paid teachers and staff members. Less testing & more teaching. More counselors, psychologists, nurses, & librarians. #Allin4Respect #FairContractNow

HASHTAGS
#AllIn4Respect
#FairContractNow
